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The 2019 Burgundy en primeur campaign has been like no other year in living memory; the 
combined disruption caused by Covid-19 and Brexit uncertainty has left wine merchants in 
limbo, unable to travel and unsure of the final cost of anything they are offered. Life hasn’t 
been easy for the domaines either; most sell a lot of wine to passing tourists and restaurant 
buyers, neither of whom have been thick on the ground in the past year. Thankfully, things 
are finally becoming clearer; vaccines offer a glimmer of hope for a return to normality; the 
last-minute deal removed the threat of tariffs on wine imports and reports from the handful 
of intrepid travellers who made it to Burgundy to taste the wines are uniformly enthusiastic 
about the 2019 vintage. There are still concerns about exchange rates and taxes, but these 
are manageable and, despite the rave reviews from critics and an extremely small harvest, 
nervous producers haven’t generally pushed the prices up much above 2018 levels. 
 
2019 was a strange year in Burgundy; one that left producers scratching their heads about 
what to expect from the wines. April frosts reduced yields and summer drought reduced the 
amount of juice in the berries. It was a warm year by any measure, but thankfully without 
extremes of temperature. The result - to the surprise of many - was a small crop of highly 
concentrated thick-skinned grapes with good levels of acidity. The white wines are rich and 
flamboyant, with plenty of acidity to see them through the medium term. The red wines are 
concentrated and powerful, with wonderful fruit, perhaps not for the long haul, but superb 
nonetheless. One wouldn’t describe 2019 as a classical vintage, but it’s a very very good one. 



 
How buying en primeur works 

 

Buying wine en primeur - what Americans call ‘futures’ - involves buying wine before it is 
shipped, and sometimes before it is even bottled. The benefit to the domaine is that they get 
paid for their wine much earlier than they otherwise would, so most will offer a better price 
to get the money in. The benefits to the customer are that they get a better price, and they 
can order wines that are in short supply and may never appear in the shops. Whenever you 
see a bottle of Burgundy on a shop shelf, it’s safe to assume that it didn’t sell out en primeur! 
 

Usually, when you buy en primeur you buy the wine in-bond; that is to say without duty or 
VAT. When the wine arrives in the importer’s bonded warehouse you have two options; you 
can transfer the wine under bond to your own bonded warehouse account, or you can pay 
the duty and VAT, and have the wine delivered to you. Many customers don’t have a bonded 
warehouse account, so we offer customers two ways of paying; you can pay the in-bond price, 
or you can pay the presumed duty and VAT now. If you pay the in-bond price we will notify 
you when the wines arrive, and you can arrange a transfer to your bond. If you decide to pay 
the duty and VAT on purchase, we will deliver the wine to you when the wines arrive. This 
may incur a delivery charge. 
 

A word of warning; the duty and VAT are calculated at the point the wine leaves bond, which 
could be as much as a year from now. We have calculated the all-inclusive prices at the 
current duty rate of £2.23 per bottle, and the VAT at 20%, but in these uncertain times it 
cannot be guaranteed that these rates won’t change in a forthcoming budget. If there was a 
rise in either duty, or in VAT, we would have no option but to pass the cost on to buyers. 
 

And a word on buying wine as an investment: many people buy Bordeaux en primeur as an 
investment but save for a few top wines we do not recommend buying Burgundy for that 
purpose. Prices may well rise, especially in a great vintage, but quantities are so small it’s 
very difficult for a market to form; Bordeaux classed growths are produced in the tens of 
thousands of bottles, but most Burgundies are made in much smaller quantities than that. 
Most Burgundy en primeur is bought for drinking; usually by enthusiasts who want to drink 
the wines they love, and who wouldn’t sell them for any price. We sell wines for drinking! 
 

How to order 
 

Until we have final confirmation of our allocations, we can’t confirm any orders. Domaines 
demand balanced orders and require us to take quantities of the lesser wines alongside the 
sought-after sexy stuff. Of course, we will always try to get you the wines that you want, but 
we must allocate the most sought-after wines to those customers who want to buy across 
the range, and in doing so, help us to secure the best allocations from the domaines. 
 
To request wines, send me an email to matt@planetofthegrapes.co.uk  and tell me what you 
would like to order. Alternatively, complete the attached order form and return it to me. 
Orders will be confirmed by the end of February, when payment will be required to secure 
the wines. The wines will be shipped in the coming months – between March and December. 
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The Wines 
 
Domaine Ludovic Greffet 
 

I am delighted to report that Monsieur Greffet has finally updated his labels, which 
are now at least serviceable, if not exactly exciting, though work remains to be done 
on his cardboard cases. Thankfully, Monsieur Greffet’s wine is as good as it ever was; 
his Pouilly-Fuissé, has established itself as a firm favourite in our bars. Where else are 
you going to find good domaine-bottled Pouilly-Fuissé at this quality and price? 
 

White  
  
Pouilly-Fuissé     12 bottles £165 in-bond  £234 inc. VAT 
 

Domaine Gondard-Perrin 
 

Gondard-Perrin’s Viré Clessés have been one of the few bright spots in this past year; 
selling like hand sanitiser. There have been Gondards in the Mâconnaise village of 
Viré for as long as anyone can remember, but until 2007 they sold all of their grapes 
to the local cooperative. Cuvée Tradition is unoaked but has wonderful richness and 
concentration. Aux Quarts is oaked, classy, and puts many a Pouilly-Fuissé to shame!      
 

White 
 

Viré Clessé Cuvée Tradition   12 bottles £145 in-bond  £210 inc. VAT 
Viré Clessé Aux Quarts   12 bottles £185 in-bond  £258 inc. VAT 
 

Domaine Gaëlle et Jérôme Meunier 
 

Gaëlle and Jérôme Meunier are based in the village of Barizey, close to Mercurey, but 
they also own vineyards on the Côte d’Or including some excellent parcels in Puligny-
Montrachet. Their wines are rich and easy-going, with good balance and depth of 
fruit. They are also astonishingly value! The white Chalonnaise wines; Rully; Mercurey, 
and Mercurey 1er Cru are constantly popular, whilst the straight Puligny-Montrachet 
and Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Champs Gain (from a vineyard high on the Côte) are 
textbook examples. The Mercurey Rouge is fruit-forward enough to be consumed in 
the next year or so, while the Mercurey 1er Cru Rouge would benefit from some ageing.  
 

White  
  

Bourgogne Chardonnay   12 bottles  £115 in-bond   £174 inc. VAT 
Rully Village Blanc    12 bottles £165 in-bond  £234 inc. VAT 
Mercurey Village Blanc   12 bottles £165 in-bond  £234 inc. VAT 
Mercurey 1er Cru Blanc   12 bottles  £215 in-bond  £294 inc. VAT 
Puligny-Montrachet    12 bottles  £295 in-bond  £390 inc. VAT 
Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Champs Gain 12 bottles  £370 in-bond  £480 inc. VAT 



Red   
Mercurey Village Rouge   12 bottles  £165 in-bond  £234 inc. VAT 
Mercurey 1er Cru Rouge   12 bottles  £205 in-bond  £282 inc. VAT 

 
Domaine Belleville 
 

With the demand for white Burgundy outstripping supply and prices inexorably rising 
year on year, the emergence of the Côte Chalonnaise as a source of fine Chardonnay 
has been a godsend for Burgundy-lovers and wine merchants alike. Despite having 
been founded in Rully over a hundred years ago, Domaine Belleville is a very modern 
success story. The domaine has expanded to 22 hectares and has created a negociant 
business to run alongside the domaine (see below). The wines are modern, clean as a 
whistle and impeccably made. This is a domaine going places!  

Rully; the nearest of the four main villages to the Côte d’Or, continues to be a go-to 
appellation for white Burgundies that punch well above their weight. Here, the main 
slope above the village enjoys a similar aspect to the famous vineyards further north 
but is more broken. As usual, we have selected a mixture of village and 1er cru sites; 
two village wines; La Crée and Le Perche. The 1er crus are as good and stylish as ever; 
Les Cloux all forward fruit; Rabourcé, which sits alongside it at the top of the slope, 
showing more power, and La Pucelle, more restrained and Puligny-like.  

The village of Rully can offer reds every bit the equal of its better-known whites. The 
Chaponnière has beautifully clean and crunchy Pinot fruit and the 1er Cru Chapitre is 
more complex and age worthy. There are also two red wines from Mercurey: the best-
known Côte Chalonnaise village for reds. Les Perrières has real poise and balance for 
a village wine and, as befits one of Mercurey’s best climates, the 1er Cru Clos l'Evêque 
will take a year or two to blossom into something special. Finally, we have an old 
favourite from the southern Côte de Beaune; the Santenay Les Hâtes, a wine which 
comes into its own in warmer vintages like 2019.  
 

White  
  
Rully La Crée     12 bottles  £210 in-bond  £288 inc. VAT 
Rully Le Perche    12 bottles  £210 in-bond  £288 inc. VAT 
Rully 1er Cru Les Cloux   12 bottles  £260 in-bond  £348 inc. VAT 
Rully 1er Cru Rabourcé   12 bottles £260 in-bond  £348 inc. VAT 
Rully 1er Cru la Pucelle   12 bottles  £280 in-bond  £372 inc. VAT 
 

Red 
   
Rully Chaponnière    12 bottles  £210 in-bond  £288 inc. VAT 
Mercurey Les Perrières   12 bottles £225 in-bond  £306 inc. VAT 
Rully 1er Cru Chapitre   12 bottles  £260 in-bond  £348 inc. VAT 
Mercurey 1er Cru Clos l'Evêque  12 bottles  £295 in-bond  £390 inc. VAT 
Santenay Les Hâtes    12 bottles  £275 in-bond  £366 inc. VAT 



Les Parcellaires de Saulx 
 

Domaine Bellville’s Côte d’Or micro-négociant is run by winemaker Isabelle Lauran and 
is based in Meursault. Buying small parcels of fruit from well-known domaines, she 
makes tiny quantities (often just two or three barrels) of each wine; treating them to 
the sort of care and attention only money can buy. The wines aren’t cheap, but they 
are spectacular! The style is opulent and hedonistic (dare I say ‘flashy’?), with rich 
fruit and expensive oak to the fore; more guilty pleasures than cerebral challenges. 

For the whites, The Saint-Aubin 1er Cru Sur Gamay demonstrates what is possible to 
achieve in a less fashionable village, nestled behind the hill of Montrachet, whilst the 
Meursault Les Narvaux belies its village appellation (albeit it’s from the most famous 
lieu-dit in Meursault). Meanwhile the Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Morgeot offers 
pure hedonistic pleasure – it’s a remarkably voluptuous and flamboyant expression of 
white Burgundy. The reds are no less impressive. The Volnay, Morey-Saint-Denis and 
Gevrey-Chambertin are beautifully made, immediately attractive despite being young, 
and 1er Cru quality. The Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Fonteny; from a vineyard next 
to the Grand Cru Ruchottes-Chambertin, represents another massive step up and will 

be spectacular once the tannins have softened.  

White  

Saint-Aubin Sur Gamay   12 bottles  £435 in-bond  £558 inc. VAT 
Meursault Les Narvaux   12 bottles  £525 in-bond  £666 inc. VAT 
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Morgeot   6 bottles  £390 in-bond  £487 inc. VAT 

Red  

Volnay      12 bottles  £415 in-bond  £504 inc. VAT 
Morey-Saint-Denis    12 bottles  £435 in-bond  £528 inc. VAT 
Gevrey-Chambertin    12 bottles  £470 in-bond  £576 inc. VAT 
Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Fonteny     6 bottles      £500 in-bond            £619 inc. VAT 

Domaine Emma et Christian Sorine 

This is the second vintage we’ll be shipping from this classy Cote de Beaune domaine. 
The Sorines are one of the oldest families in Santenay, and the estate was rebuilt in 
1946 by Jean Sorine. Jean’s son Christian took over in 1990 and was joined by his wife 
Emma. With vineyards in the southern Côte de Beaune; in Santenay, Maranges, and 
Chassagne, Domaine Sorine is a good source of well-priced and stylish red burgundy. 

Red  

Maranges Vieilles Vignes   12 bottles  £170 in-bond  £240 inc. VAT 
Maranges 1er Cru Clos Roussots  12 bottles  £220 in-bond  £300 inc. VAT 
Santenay 1er Cru Beaurepaire  12 bottles  £235 in-bond  £318 inc. VAT 
Chassagne-Montrachet Vieilles Vignes 12 bottles  £270 in-bond  £360 inc. VAT  



Domaine Christian Bergeret et Fille 
 

Domaine Christian Bergeret et Fille is based in the hamlet of Nolay, west of Saint-
Aubin in the Hautes Côtes. The 'fille' is Clotilde who joined her father at the domaine 
in 2000 and has since then taken over from him. Of the two Saint-Aubin 1er Crus, the 
Les Combes au Sud is more forward and the Les Murgers des Dents de Chien (arguably 
the village’s finest vineyard) more structured, but both are delicious. The Chassagne-
Montrachet and Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Morgeot are astonishing bargains 
for domaine-bottled white Burgundy from such a prestigious village.  
 

White  
 
Saint Aubin 1er Cru Les Combes au Sud 12 bottles  £250 in-bond  £336 inc. VAT 
Saint Aubin 1er Cru Les Murgers des D.. 12 bottles £260 in-bond  £348 inc. VAT 
Chassagne-Montrachet   12 bottles £270 in-bond  £360 inc. VAT 
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Morgeot 12 bottles  £375 in-bond  £486 inc. VAT 
 

Domaine Michel Moingeon 
 

Michel Moingeon continues to offer a fabulous range of great value white Burgundy. 
No doubt benefitting from the high altitude of most of his plots in Saint-Aubin and 
Puligny, the wines show remarkable minerality for a warm year and the extra richness 
suits them. Michel makes no fewer than five Saint-Aubin 1er Crus, but we have chosen 
two from the favoured southerly slope overlooking the village of Gamay; Sur Gamay 
is halfway up the slope, and La Chatenière a little lower down. Around the corner of 
the valley entrance, in Puligny-Montrachet, Le Trézin and the 1er Cru La Garenne are 
the highest vineyards in the appellation, whilst the village Chassagne-Montrachet 
and the Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Vergers complete the heart of the domaine. 

New for 2019 is the Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Fairendes; a beautifully sited 
vineyard above the hamlet of Morgeot. 2019 also marks the second vintage of the 
Meursault 1er Cru Charmes. The Charmes vineyard borders Puligny-Montrachet and 
it shows! Despite the richness of the vintage, the wine is racy and elegant, and could 
easily be mistaken for a Puligny if tasted blind. Alas, this year there isn’t any Grand 
Cru Corton-Charlemagne – there’s never much anyway; 12 bottles maximum.  
            
White  
  
Saint-Aubin 1er Cru Sur Gamay  12 bottles  £265 in-bond  £354 inc. VAT 
Saint-Aubin 1er Cru La Chatenière  12 bottles  £300 in-bond  £396 inc. VAT 
Puligny-Montrachet Le Trézin   12 bottles £360 in-bond  £468 inc. VAT 
Chassagne-Montrachet    12 bottles  £360 in-bond  £468 inc. VAT 
Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru La Garenne 12 bottles  £450 in-bond  £576 inc. VAT 
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Vergers  12 bottles  £450 in-bond   £576 inc. VAT 
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Fairendes 12 bottles  £480 in-bond   £612 inc. VAT 
Meursault 1er Cru Charmes      6 bottles £390 in-bond   £487 inc. VAT 



Domaine Christian Bellang et Fils 
 

Christian’s son Christophe now runs this growing domaine from the family house at 
the lower end of the village of Meursault. His Bourgogne Chardonnay La Cuvée des 
Gouttes is a well-made and well-priced Bourgogne Blanc. The Bourgogne Sous la Velle 
is a real step up and is Meursault in all but name; it is from a single vineyard next to 
the village! The Savigny-les-Beaune Blanc is always great value, as are many wines 
from this criminally underrated appellation. Domaine Bellang’s village Meursault and 
Meursault Les Tillets (from one of the best lieu-dit in the village) both lean as much 
towards Puligny in style as they do to Meursault; oak is subtle and restrained with 
emphasis on style, balance, and drinkability. Last, but certainly not least; Domaine 
Bellang’s Meursault 1er Cru Charmes is a revelation; astonishing value for one of 
Meursault’s greatest 1er Cru vineyards. 
 

White   
 

Bourgogne Chardonnay 'des Gouttes' 12 bottles  £120 in-bond  £180 inc. VAT 
Bourgogne Chardonnay 'Sous La Velle' 12 bottles  £165 in-bond  £234 inc. VAT 
Savigny Les Beaune Blanc   12 bottles  £225 in-bond  £306 inc. VAT 
Meursault     12 bottles  £325 in-bond  £426 inc. VAT 
Meursault Les Tillets    12 bottles  £360 in-bond  £468 inc. VAT 
Meursault 1er Cru Charmes   12 bottles £495 in-bond  £630 inc. VAT 

 
Domaine Sylvain Dussort 
 

Unlike the wines of Domaine Bellang, Sylvain Dussort’s wines don’t offer immediate 
gratification; a combination of arguably the coldest cellar in Burgundy; early picking, 
and a desire to make wines that age well, mean that they need time to come around. 
On the flip side of that equation, even Sylvain’s Bourgogne Blanc ages beautifully!  
 
The Bourgogne Blanc Cuvée des Ormes is the signature wine of the estate and has 
long been a favourite in our bars, offering Meursault Character for a generic price. The 
Meursault Vieilles Vignes comes from 50+ year old vines and offers old-vine richness 
with real structure. Finally, the Meursault Le Limozin, from a well-known lieu-dit that 
sits alongside 1er Cru Les Charmes and just below 1er Cru Les Genevrières, offers 
proof positive that in Meursault some village vineyards are more equal than others!  
 
White  
  
Bourgogne Blanc Cuvée des Ormes  12 bottles  £175 in-bond  £246 inc. VAT 
Meursault Vieilles Vignes   12 bottles  £410 in-bond  £528 inc. VAT 
Meursault Le Limozin    12 bottles  £445 in-bond  £570 inc. VAT 
 
 
 



Domaine Maxime Dubuet-Boillot 

As reported last year, Maxime Dubuet-Boillot is gradually putting together his own 
domaine, and we’re convinced he is a name to follow. A former assistant winemaker 
at Domaine Remoriquet, a grandson of Volnay’s Pierre Boillot and the nephew of the 
current head of that domaine, Maxime has bravely decided to set out on his own. 
The Monthélie 1er Cru les Riottes is from a tiny 1er Cru vineyard on the Volnay side 
of the village. The Volnay Sur les Roches comes from 60-year-old vines situated near 
the border with Pommard and is a lovely example of a village Volnay. The Volnay 1er 
Cru Carelle sous la Chapelle is more serious and will require time to come round.  

Red  

Monthélie 1er Cru les Riottes  12 bottles  £400 in-bond  £516 inc. VAT 
Volnay Sur Les Roches   12 bottles  £415 in-bond  £534 inc. VAT 
Volnay 1er Cru Carelle Sous la Chapelle 12 bottles  £535 in-bond  £678 inc. VAT 

Domaine R & P Bouley 

There must be something in the water in Volnay! Talented young winemakers seem 
to be sprouting like vines! The R & P in the name stand for Réyane & Pascal, but for 
the last decade the domaine has been run by their son Pierrick. The domaine is well-
known in the region, selling most of its wine to private clients and restaurants. The 
family have been in Volnay for many generations, and their extensive holdings of so 
many small parcels (including four Volnay 1er crus), tells a tale of endless divisions in 
death and unifications through marriage. It’s the story of Burgundy in a nutshell! 

The two wines from Monthélie; a criminally underrated village, are both delightful. 
Monthélie Aux Fournereaux is a great introduction to their style, and the Monthélie 
1er Cru Les Clous, from a vineyard next to Auxey-Duresses, has great structure. The 
village Volnay and Beaune 1er Cru Le Clos du Bas des Teurons are both excellent, but 
pride of place must be given to the Volnay 1er Crus. Robardelle sits next to Volnay 
Santenots, in the south of the village, whilst Ronceret lies a short distance along the 
slope, beneath Champans. Clos des Chênes is higher up the slope, next to Taillepieds. 
The latter two vineyards would feature in most lists of Volnay’s best 1er Cru sites. 

Red  

Monthélie Aux Fournereaux   12 bottles  £300 in-bond  £396 inc. VAT 
Monthélie 1er Cru Les Clous   12 bottles  £380 in-bond  £492 inc. VAT 
Volnay      12 bottles  £415 in-bond  £534 inc. VAT 
Beaune 1er Cru Le Clos du Bas des Teurons 12 bottles  £435 in-bond  £558 inc. VAT 
Volnay 1er Cru Robardelle     6 bottles  £335 in-bond  £421 inc. VAT 
Volnay 1er Cru Ronceret     6 bottles £335 in-bond  £421 inc. VAT 
Volnay 1er Cru Champans     6 bottles £375 in-bond  £469 inc. VAT 
Volnay 1er Cru Clos des Chênes    6 bottles £375 in-bond  £469 inc. VAT 



Domaine Catherine et Claude Marechal 

To quote Burghound’s Allen Meadows; ‘the quality of these wines is nothing short of 
phenomenal compared to the usual quality of the respective appellations’. Domaine 
Marechal doesn’t have any famous vineyards, but it doesn’t stop his wines finding 
their way into many of the best restaurants in Burgundy. In his youth, Claude worked 
with the legendary Henri Jayer, and some of the magic must have rubbed off; his 
wines are pure, velvety expressions of the terroir, whatever their appellation.  

Aligoté’s reputation as the wine Burgundians make Kir with is well wide of the mark 
here; nobody adds Crème de Cassis to Claude’s Bourgogne Aligoté. He coaxes rare 
richness and complexity from Burgundy’s simplest white grape. The Cuvée Antoine is 
an excellent Bourgogne Blanc, and the Savigny-Lès-Beaune Blanc has great depth. As 
befits a student of Henri Jayer, it’s the reds Claude is best known for. His Bourgogne 
Rouge Cuvée Gravel is easily a match for many village wines; the Savigny-Lès-Beaune 
Vielles Vignes (Claude’s favourite) is a silky masterpiece, and the Volnay and Pommard 
La Chanière are textbook expressions of their villages. Finally, we are delighted to see 
the return of the Savigny-Lès-Beaune 1er Cru Lavières – Claude’s only 1er Cru!  

White  

Bourgogne Aligoté    12 bottles  £135 in-bond  £198 inc. VAT 
Bourgogne Blanc Cuvée Antoine  12 bottles £195 in-bond  £270 inc. VAT 
Savigny-Lès-Beaune Blanc    12 bottles  £290 in-bond  £384 inc. VAT 

Red  

Bourgogne Rouge Cuvée Gravel  12 bottles  £200 in-bond  £276 inc. VAT 
Savigny-Lès-Beaune Vielles Vignes  12 bottles  £295 in-bond  £390 inc. VAT 
Volnay      12 bottles  £410 in-bond  £528 inc. VAT 
Pommard La Chanière   12 bottles  £410 in-bond  £528 inc. VAT 
Savigny-Lès-Beaune 1er Cru Lavières  12 bottles  £410 in-bond  £528 inc. VAT 
 
All of Marechal’s reds are available in magnums - ‘bottles for two’ as we like to call them at POTG! 

Please ask for prices if, like us, you find that a bottle isn’t always enough. 

 
Domaine Remoriquet 
 
Gilles Remoriquet’s Nuits-Saint-Georges domaine continues to go from strength to 
strength and deserves to be counted amongst the best of the appellation. Gilles’ 
Bourgogne Rouge and Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Nuits are the best we’ve tasted 
from the domaine; approachable, silky and packed with fruit! The village Nuits-Saint-
Georges is our biggest selling Côte d’Or red wine; deservedly so, and the Nuits-Saint-
Georges Les Allots; from a single Lieu-dit just beneath the 1er Cru vineyards on the 
Vosne side of the village, is more than worth the extra cost. 



Gilles makes no less than five 1er Crus; four from Nuits and one from Vosne. The Les 
Damodes and Les Bousselots come from the Vosne side of Nuits-Saint-Georges and 
are more elegant expressions of the village, whilst the Rue de Chaux and Les Saints 
Georges (the best vineyard in Nuits) come from south of Nuits and are much more 
powerful and structured. The Vosne-Romanée 1er cru Au-Dessous des Malconsorts 
is from the upper part of Malconsorts, sitting next to La Tâche, and is everything one 
would want from such a prestigious site. Unfortunately, there isn’t much Les Saints 
Georges or Au-Dessous des Malconsorts, so they have to be strictly allocated.         
 
Red 
   
Bourgogne Rouge    12 bottles  £125 in-bond  £186 inc. VAT 
Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Nuits Rouge 12 bottles £185 in-bond  £258 inc. VAT 
Nuits-Saint-Georges    12 bottles  £310 in-bond  £408 inc. VAT 
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Allots  12 bottles  £370 in-bond  £480 inc. VAT 
Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Bousselots 12 bottles £480 in-bond  £612 inc. VAT 
Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Rue de Chaux 12 bottles  £480 in-bond  £612 inc. VAT 
Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Damodes 12 bottles  £495 in-bond  £630 inc. VAT 
Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru  

Les Saint Georges  12 bottles  £800 in-bond             £996 inc. VAT 
Vosne-Romanée 1er cru  

Au-Dessous des Malconsorts 12 bottles £800 in-bond             £996 inc. VAT  
 

Domaine Réné Cacheux 
 

If you own a very small Domaine in Burgundy; just over 3 hectares in Gerald Cacheux’s 
case, you could do a lot worse than having most of your vineyards in Vosne-Romanée! 
Gerald continues to produce rich and full-bodied Pinot Noirs across his range. From 
the Bourgogne Rouge Les Champs d'Argent which comes from an unclassified small 
vineyard in Vosne-Romanée, through to the two village wines, and the two big and 
impressive 1er crus. The Chambolle-Musigny is a blend of Les Creux Baissants and Les 
Argillières; the latter being next to Le Musigny, and the Vosne-Romanée also comes 
from two parcels of vines; this time lower down the Côte. The Vosne-Romanée 1er 
Cru Les Suchots is smoky, rich and intense, and from two plots; one next to Échézeaux 
and another next to Domaine Leroy’s parcel of Romanée Saint-Vivant (a few metres 
can be a long way in Burgundy!) The Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Beaux Monts is 
silkier, more elegant, and in very short supply, coming as it does from just half an acre 
above Échézeaux. Domaine Réné Cacheux is certainly small, but it’s perfectly formed!  
 

Red  
  
Bourgogne Rouge Les Champs d'Argent 12 bottles £190 in-bond  £264 inc. VAT 
Chambolle-Musigny     12 bottles  £485 in-bond  £618 inc. VAT 
Vosne-Romanée     12 bottles  £500 in-bond  £636 inc. VAT 
Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Suchots   6 bottles £420 in-bond            £523 inc. VAT 
Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Beaux Monts   6 bottles £420 in-bond            £523 inc. VAT 



Domaine Remi Jeanniard 

Remi Jeanniard has just over 7 hectares of vines in and around the village of Morey-
Saint-Denis; the often-overlooked village between Gevrey-Chambertin and Chambolle-
Musigny with no less than four Grand Crus of its own. His vines are much older than 
average, with all of his Vieilles Vignes village bottlings being at least 50 years old, and 
the Morey-Saint-Denis over 60. This gives a natural concentration and depth to his well-
structured and elegant wines. They are also great value for money. 

We don’t always buy Remi’s Bourgogne Aligoté, but this year we just couldn’t resist, and 
it isn’t often that we have to tell people that a Bourgogne Pinot Noir is on allocation, 
but Remi doesn’t make much and doesn’t charge much for it! The Morey-Saint-Denis 
is effectively the signature wine of the estate; it’s the only one made in good quantities 
and very good it is too, demonstrating Morey’s transitional place between the power 
of Gevrey and the elegance of Chambolle. The three Vieilles Vignes bottlings provide a 
rare opportunity to compare how three famous villages fare in the hands of a single 
winemaker. The Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes is the most structured of the three; 
the Chambolle-Musigny Vieilles Vignes the most velvety, and the Morey-Saint-Denis 

Vieilles Vignes – regularly the best – a glorious staging post between the other two.   

The final four wines in Remi’s portfolio are made in tiny quantities and will have to be 
allocated. The three Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Crus lie in different parts of the village, but 
at near-identical positions on the slope. Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Clos des Ormes sits 
just beneath Clos de la Roche near the Gevrey border, and that is reflected in the wine; 
it is spicier and more masculine. Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Les Ruchots sits beneath 
Clos de Tart and Bonnes Mares, near the Chambolle border and is silkier and much 
more feminine. New this year is the Morey Saint Denis 1er Cru Les Blanchards, from 
the centre of the commune, but a similar position on the Côte. Finally, there is a little 
Clos de la Roche Grand Cru. If we get 12 bottles, we should count ourselves very lucky!  

White 

Bourgogne Aligoté    12 bottles  £110 in-bond  £168 inc. VAT 

Red  

Bourgogne Pinot Noir    12 bottles  £135 in-bond  £198 inc. VAT 
Morey-Saint-Denis    12 bottles  £260 in-bond  £348 inc. VAT 
Morey-Saint-Denis Vieilles Vignes  12 bottles  £280 in-bond   £372 inc. VAT 
Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes  12 bottles  £305 in-bond  £402 inc. VAT 
Chambolle-Musigny Vieilles Vignes  12 bottles  £330 in-bond  £432 inc. VAT 
Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Clos des Ormes 12 bottles £385 in-bond  £498 inc. VAT 
Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Les Ruchots 12 bottles  £385 in-bond  £498 inc. VAT 
Morey Saint Denis 1er Cru Les Blanchards 12 bottles  £385 in-bond  £498 inc. VAT 
Clos de la Roche Grand Cru     6 bottles  £500 in-bond            £619 inc. VAT 

 



Domaine Olivier Guyot 

The Marsannay-based domaine of Olivier Guyot is new to us this year, but there have 
been Guyots growing grapes in the northern Côte de Nuits since the sixteenth 
century. The impressive vineyard holdings have largely been acquired since the war, 
by Olivier, who has run the domaine since 1990, and his father. Olivier Guyot is not a 
man to follow the lead of others – he started farming his 15 hectares organically long 
before it was fashionable to do so and has even replaced his tractor with horses! 

Olivier’s wines are dark, rich and powerful; definitely not wines for the faint-hearted. 
The was a time when the village of Marsannay was best-known for its Rosé, but the 
Marsannay La Montagne shows what the village is capable of with Pinot Noir. It has 
the foursquare character of the northern Côte de Nuits, but also surprising elegance. 
The Gevrey-Chambertin En Champs comes from a well-regarded vineyard beside the 
Brochon border and Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Champeaux is the most northerly of 
the line of 1er Crus that includes Cazetières and Clos Saint Jacques. Finally, further 
south in Morey-Saint-Denis, Olivier has a small parcel of 1er Cru Les Sorbets, which 
allows him to demonstrate the more velvety side of his winemaking skills. Olivier 
Guyot has been at it too long to be described as ‘up and coming’, but his wines are 
new to us, and one can only be impressed by his domaine and by his wines. 

Red 
 
Marsannay La Montagne   12 bottles  £240 in-bond  £324 inc. VAT 
Gevrey-Chambertin En Champs  12 bottles  £435 in-bond  £558 inc. VAT 
Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Les Sorbets 12 bottles  £620 in-bond  £780 inc. VAT 
Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Champeaux 12 bottles  £650 in-bond  £816 inc. VAT 
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